
Published Role Title Supply Chain Analyst

Location Needham, MA

Salary & Benefits -

Job Advert Description

Supply Planner(SYS-23584)

The Supply Chain Analyst supports the
Supply Planning Manager by analysing data to uncover trends and
deviations and facilitate proactive resolution of inventory/supply issues.
Manages on time order fulfillment for the region by partnering with
vendors and origin teams.

What You'll Be Doing:

Oversees on time fulfillment and other key service level KPIs
with our vendors to ensure supply strategies are being
support/executed.
Perform Data analysis to uncover trends and deviations and
thereby facilitate proactive resolution of inventory/supply
issues
Support the development of supply chain and commercial
reporting to enable decision making across Business Units,
Operations and Commercial teams
Responsible for end-to-end execution of direct ship purchase
orders, tracking from set up through to fulfillment.
First point of contact for Order Fulfillment teams when
instruction or guidance is needed for vendor level decision
making.
Ensure reports & flows of supply chain data integrate
smoothly across our global operations to provide clear
concise reporting to drive continuous improvement
Establish and maintain strong relationships across the value
chain to create and maintain Clarks’ competitive advantage
KPIs, measurements, SLAs defined are established & fulfilled
Ensure high flexibility and agility of the team to respond to
changing market needs

Who You Are: 

1+ years of experience in supply chain.
College Education preferred; Previous supply chain
experience preferred
Self-starter with ability to organize/analyze data to drive



problem solving and action plans to ensure Direct Ship (as
well as DC bound) product arrives in a timely manner
Strong knowledge how fulfilment works and how it relates to
the wider supply chain. Preferred experience within a multi-
region supply chain operation
Experience of driving best practice behaviours through
maintaining external knowledge of fulfilment planning trends
KPIs, measurements, SLAs defined are established & fulfilled
Ensure high flexibility and agility of the team to respond to
changing market need.

 
About Clarks
Clarks, based in Somerset, England, has been at the forefront of
innovative shoemaking since its foundation in 1825, when brothers
James and Cyrus Clark made a slipper from sheepskin off-cuts. At the
time it was ground-breaking: a combination of invention and
craftsmanship that has remained at the heart of what the brand does
now. In the Clarks archive of more than 22,000 pairs are shoes that
have sparked revolutions and defined generations. From the original
Clarks Desert Boot, first designed by Nathan Clark and launched in
1950, to the iconic Wallabee, each design has an instantly
recognizable signature that makes it unmistakably Clarks.
This season, we’re proud to introduce the Clarks Collective: five
incredible activists championing authentic social change. From mental
health awareness and LGBTQ+ rights to greater racial equality, these
trailblazers are committed to creating a brighter future for us all –
bringing to life Clarks’ new global campaign, For the World Ahead.
Through spotlighting their stories and supporting their chosen charities
and initiatives, we’re ready to lead the way. After all, we’re originators,
not imitators. It’s who we are, who we’ve always been. And to change
the world of tomorrow, we’re doing things differently today.
Clarks International believes that the principle of equality of opportunity
is fundamental to the company's operations. Our long held aim is to
provide just and fair treatment for all employees. We will not
discriminate on the grounds of sex, age, disability, marital status,
colour, race, religion, ethnic origin, sexual orientation or gender
reassignment.
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